A methodology to integrate GIS (Geographical Information System) data with large-scale pedestrian simulations has been developed. Advances in automatic data acquisition and archiving from GIS databases, automatic input for pedestrian simulations, as well as scalable pedestrian simulation tools have made it possible to simulate pedestrians at the individual level for complete cities in real time. An example that simulates the evacuation of the city of Barcelona demonstrates that this is now possible. This is the first step towards a fully integrated crowd prediction and management tool that takes into account not only data gathered in real time from cameras, cellphones or other sensors, but also merges these with advanced simulation tools to predict the future state of the crowd.
Introduction
Acts of terrorism, environmental catastrophes or other types of disasters may necessitate the fast evacuation of entire cities in the shortest possible time. The fastest way to move large numbers of pedestrians by a limited distance (20-30 km) is by walking or via bicycles (the breakdown in traffic during the evacuation of New Orleans when hurricane Katrina hit the US mainland offers a good counterexample). Bicycles are not prevalent in many western cities, and are almost entirely lacking in the US. For this reason we consider here only the case of evacuation via walking. As in other events where large crowds are present, the danger of stampedes, trampling, bottlenecks and inoperability is always present.
The orderly evacuation of a complete city poses enormous challenges to authorities and first responders. In the future, command and control centers in charge of such eventualities will use a combination of historical (i.e. archived) data and instant sensor data to direct the evacuation process. Archived data could comprise GIS data from city/tax authorities, recent census data, or other sources. This data provides an accurate estimate of population density, age and other demographic data needed to project evacuation times and, equally important, delays. Instant sensor data (supposing that electricity and telephone services are still running) comprises traffic/security camera input, cellphone data, social network postings, and other sensors (e.g. those that monitor climate and air quality).
Even with all the information available, the modus operandi described above for command and control centers suffers from a great disadvantage: all decisions are made on the basis of 'what is' or 'what we see' and not on a scientifically based prediction of 'what will be'. The key idea is then to combine sensor/image-based data (big data) with simulation-based predictions (big computing) to improve the predictability, and hence the security, of large-scale evacuations. The accurate (or sufficiently accurate) prediction of pedestrian motion has received considerable attention over the last two decades, and has reached a fair degree of maturity. The PED-series of Conferences [36, 37] gives a good summary of the state of the art in this emerging field. In the sequel, we describe a methodology that has made it possible to provide accurate calculations at the individual level (i.e. micro-modeling) for large crowds (> 10 6 pedestrians) in real time. This is considered to be an imperative requirement towards the fully integrated big data/ big computing prediction tool envisioned above.
Pedestrian Motion
The modeling of pedestrian motion and crowd dynamics has been the focus of research and development for more than two decades. As in every other field, different levels of approximation are possible. If one is only interested in average quantities (average density, velocity), continuum models [16] are an option. While relatively cheap in terms of CPU requirements, these models can not treat crossflows, the merging of pedestrian streams, and the different aims and psychologial effects pedestrians may exhibit. For problems requiring more realism, such as the ones contemplated here, approaches that model each individual are required [49, 36, 20, 37] . Among these, discrete space models (such as cellular automata [1, 2, 47, 9, 42, 22, 23, 6, 26] ), force-based models (such as the social force model [13, 15, 41, 25] or others [31, 32] ) and agent-based techniques [38, 46, 11, 12, 50, 48, 5, 20] have been explored extensively. Together with insights from psychology and neuroscience (e.g. [51, 48] ) it has become clear that any pedestrian motion algorithm that attempts to model reality should be able to mirror the following empirically known facts and behaviours: -Newton's laws of motion apply to humans as well: from one instant to another, we can only move within certain bounds of acceleration, velocity and space; -Contact between individuals occurs for high densities; these forces have to be taken into account; -Humans have a mental map and plan on how they desire to move globally (e.g.
first go here, then there, etc.); -In even moderately crowded situations (O(1 p/m 2 )), humans have a visual horizon of O(2.5 − 5.0m), and a perception range of 120 degrees; thus, the influence of other humans beyond these thresholds is minimal; -Humans have a 'personal comfort zone'; it is dependent on culture and varies from individual to individual, but it cannot be ignored; -Humans walk comfortably at roughly 2 paces per second (frequency: ν = 2 Hz); they are able to change the frequency for short periods of time, but will return to 2 Hz whenever possible.
We remark that many of the important and groundbreaking work cited previously took place within the gaming/visualization community, where the emphasis is on 'looking right'. Here, the aim is to answer civil engineering or safety questions such as maximum capacity, egress times under emergency, or comfort. Therefore, comparisons with experiments and actual data are seen as essential [31, 17, 18] .
The PEDFLOW Model
The PEDFLOW model [31, 32] incorporates the requirements listed above as follows: individuals move according to Newton's laws of motion; they follow (via will forces) 'global movement targets'; at the local movement level, the motion also considers the presence of other individuals or obstacles via avoidance forces (also a type of will force) and, if applicable, contact forces. Newton's laws:
where m, v, x, f , t denote, respectively, mass, velocity, position, force and time, are integrated in time using a 2nd order explicit timestepping technique. The main modeling effort is centered on f . PEDFLOW separates the forces into internal (or will) forces [I would like to move here or there] and external forces [I have been hit by another pedestrian or an obstacle]. For the sake of completeness, and in order to clarify and justify the techniques used for parallelization, we briefly review the main forces and data structures used. For more information, as well as verificaton and validation studies, see [31, 17, 18, 52] .
Will Force
Given a desired velocity v d and the current velocity v, this force will be of the form
The modelling aspect is included in the function gw, which, in the non-linear case, may itself be a function of v d − v. Suppose gw is constant, and that only the will force is acting. Furthermore, consider a pedestrian at rest. In this case, we have:
which implies:
and dv dt
(4b)
One can see that the crucial parameter here is the 'relaxation time' tr which governs the initial acceleration and 'time to desired velocity'. Typical values are v d = 1.35 m/sec and tr = O(0.5 sec), yielding an acceleration of a 0 = 2.70 m/sec, i.e. roughly a quarter of the gravitational acceleration. The 'relaxation time' tr is clearly dependent on the fitness of the individual, the current state of stress, desire to reach a goal, climate, signals, noise, etc. Slim, strong individuals will have low values for tr, whereas fat or weak individuals will have high values for tr. Furthermore, dividing by the mass of the individual allows all other forces (obstacle and pedestrian collision avoidance, contact, etc.) to be scaled by the 'relaxation time' as well, simplifying the modeling effort considerably. The direction of the desired velocity
will depend on the type of pedestrian and the cases considered. A single individual will have as its goal a desired position x d (t d ) that he would like to reach at a certain time t d . If there are no time constraints, t d is simply set to a large number. Given the current position x, the direction of the velocity is given by
For members of groups, the goal is always to stay close to the leader. Thus, xg(tg) becomes the position of the leader. For evacuations, field measurements (e.g. [19] ) have shown that some individuals move towards exits they know, others follow close pedestrians, and others move in the direction of the closest perceived exit. In the latter case, the direction is given by
where τe is the time to the closest perceived exit. The magnitude of the desired velocity |v d | depends on the fitness of the individual, and the motivation/urgency to reach a certain place at a certain time. Pedestrians typically stroll leisurely at 0.6 − 0.8 m/sec, walk at 0.8 − 1.0 m/sec, jog at 1.0 − 3.0 m/sec, and run at 3.0 − 10.0 m/sec.
Pedestrian Avoidance Forces
PEDFLOW models the desire to avoid collisions with other individuals by first checking if a collision will occur. If so, forces are applied in the direction normal and tangential to the intended motion. The forces are of the form:
where x i , x j denote the positions of individuals i, j, r i the radius of individual i, and fmax = O(4)fmax(will). Note that the forces weaken with increasing nondimensional distance ρ. For years we have used p = 2, but, obviously, this can (and probably will) be a matter of debate and speculation (perhaps a future experimental campaign will settle this issue). In the far range, the forces are mainly orthogonal to the direction of intended motion: we tend to move slightly sideways without decelerating. In the close range, the forces are also in the direction of intended motion, in order to model the slowdown required to avoid a collision.
Wall Avoidance Forces
Any pedestrian modeling software requires a way to input geographical information such as walls, entrances, stairs, escalators, etc. In PEDFLOW, this is accomplished via a triangulation (the so-called background mesh). A distance to walls map (i.e. a function dw(x) is constructed using fast marching techniques on unstructured grids), and this allows to define a wall avoidance force as follows:
Note that |∇dw| = 1. The default for the maximum wall avoidance force is fmax = O(8)fmax(will). The desire to be far/close to a wall also depends on cultural background.
Contact Forces
When contact occurs, the forces can increase markedly. Unlike will forces, contact forces are symmetric. Defining
these forces are modeled as follows:
Motion Inhibition
A key requirement for humans to move is the ability to put one foot in front of the other. This requires space. Given the comfortable walking frequency of ν = 2 Hz, one is able to limit the comfortable walking velocity by computing the distance to nearest neighbors and seeing which one of these is the most 'inhibiting'.
Psychological Factors
PEDFLOW also incorporates a number of phychological factors that, among the many tried over the years, have emerged as important for realistic simulations. Among these, we mention:
-Determination/Pushiness: it is an everyday experience that in crowds, some people exhibit a more polite behavior than others. This is modeled in PED-FLOW by reducing the collision avoidance forces of more determined or 'pushier' individuals. Defining a determination or pushiness parameter p, the avoidance forces are reduced by (1 − p). -Comfort zone: in some cultures (northern Europeans are a good example) pedestrians want to remain at some minimum distance from contacting others. This comfort zone is an input parameter in PEDFLOW, and is added to the radii of the pedestrians when computing collisions avoidance and pre-contact forces. -Right/Left Avoidance and Overtaking: in many western countries pedestrians tend to avoid incoming pedestrians by stepping towards their right, and overtake others on the left. However, this is not the norm everywhere, and one has to account for it.
Demographic Variability
All parameters that determine the motion of an individual (relaxation time, fitness, pushiness, desired speed and targets, etc.) differ from pedestrian to pedestrian. In PEDFLOW, individuals are assigned to demographic types, which in turn have statistical distributions of the relevant parameters required. Thus, an individual may be assigned as 'elderly female' with a relaxation time obtained from a Gaussian distribution with median τ = 1.5 sec and standard deviation of στ = 0.25 sec. The statistical distributions can be Gaussian, uniformly random, or any other user-defined shape. Experience from runs and comparisions to experimental data shows that it is important to have variability in simulations. However, the actual distribution does not seem to be too important. In order to be as repeatable and deterministic as possible, PEDFLOW stores, for each distribution (Gaussian, uniformly random, user-defined, ...) a large array of random numbers ar(1 : nr), where nr > 10 5 . These arrays are obtained (or filled) at the beginning of a run, and are thus the same for each run. In order to vary from run to run, after forming ar(1 : nr), an input parameter that denotes the run-number is read in. ar(1 : nr) is then permuted using a random number based on the run-number.
In the case no run-number is read in, the original ar(1 : nr) is left untouched. During the run, whenever a random number is required (e.g. for a new target location, desired velocity, etc.), a location in [1 : nr] is selected based on a clearly deterministic number. This could be the unique universal number identifying the pedestrian i ped , the timestep itime, the path number i path , location in path i loca , demographic group igrp, etc. For example:
where c ped , c itime , c path , c loca , cgrp, ... are constants. The random number chosen is then given by:
In this way, random variability is introduced while keeping repeatability, something essential for benchmarking and validation.
DATA STRUCTURES
In order to achieve a real-time modeling for pedestrian simulations with more than 10 6 pedestrians, it is of paramount importance to devise proper data structures that minimize CPU and memory requirements. In fact, it may be argued that after the proper behavioral phenomena have been identified, the realization of real-time modeling hinges on these data structures. Besides the physical, emotional and ethnical data, the prediction of an individual's motion requires the current coordinates (x, y, z) and velocities (vx, vy). These are stored at the pedestrian level, requiring O(5 * Np) storage locations. Furthermore, an internal, time-like parameter is required in order to evaluate the current goals of an individual. Typical pedestrians will follow a path that requires them to reach a certain place at a certain time, with loiter intervals in between. A table of paths is devised before or during the simulation, and each pedestrian is assigned a path according to some statistical distribution. For museums, basilicas, or other places of interest the number of possible paths can be considerable. In some cases, it may be better to input destinations and loiter time, and obtain the possible paths through a combinatorial assignment of the stations, with due care for conflicting paths (zigzag, reverse, etc.). For evacuation simulations, this does not have to be done, as pedestrians will move in the direction of the closest perceived exit.
Geographic Data
Under geographic data we consider, among others, items such as terrain data (inclination, soil/water, escalators, obstacles, etc.), climate data (temperature, humidity, sun/rain, visibility), signs, the location and accessability of guidance personnel, as well as doors, entrances and emergency exits. This data is stored in a so-called background grid consisting of triangular elements. This background grid is used to define the geometry of the problem, and is generated automatically using the advancing front method [30] . All geometrical and environmental data is attached to this grid. This implies that the amount of data stored and used for the pedestrian movement depends only on the level of detail stored in this mesh, and is proportional to the number of elements in it. For obvious reasons, the size of this mesh (nr. of elements and points) should be limited to the necessary and available amount of information required for the simulation. In general, the elements of the background grids used are of size O(2 m), but the size is adjusted automatically to define properly curved columns, corners, or other features that are smaller. At every instance, a pedestrian will be located in one of the elements of the background grid. This 'host element' is updated continuously with the nearest neighbour tracking procedure shown schematically in Figure 2 . The present implementation uses a vectorized nearest neighbour tracking procedure [28] . Given the host element, the geographic data, stored at the nodes of the background grid, is interpolated linearly to the pedestrian.
Position of Pedestrian at Previous Timestep
Position of Pedestrian at Current Timestep Figure 2 Nearest Neigbour Tracking Procedure
The closest distance to a wall dw for any given point is evaluated via a fast (O(N ln(N))) nearest neighbour/heap list technique [30, 31] .
Neighbour Data
By far the most time-consuming portion of pedestrian simulations is the evaluation of the interaction between nearest neighbors. These nearest neighbours of every pedestrian must be identified and accounted for at every timestep. A possible way of solving this task efficiently is via optimal spatial data structures, such as bins or octrees [24, 44, 34, 35, 29] . These approaches will find the neighbours, but will not be able to identify if walls or other obtacles separate close pedestrians. Thus, they require subsequent spatial searches. In the present case, a different approach, based on the Delauney triangulation, was followed. Assuming an arbitrary cloud of points, a Voronoi tesselation, or its dual, the Delauney triangulation, uniquely defines the nearest neighbours of a point. The Delauney criterion states that the circumscircle of any triangle does not contain any other point. In two dimensions, this is equivalent to minimizing the maximum angle for any combination of triangles adjacent to an edge (see Figure 3 ). For dynamically moving points, the Delauney or min-max criterion will be violated in parts of the mesh. Every so often (e.g. after every timestep), the mesh must be modified in order to restore it. For 2-D grids like the ones contemplated here, this is best achieved by flipping diagonals until the Delauney or min-max criterion has been restored. In this way, no boundary recovery is required, and the procedure is guaranteed to yield a valid mesh unless pedestrians stray outside the domain. This last situation can be easily detected, as it would produce elements with negative areas. An edge-based data structure that is well suited for this purpose stores the two points of the edge, the neighbours on either side of the edge, as well as the four edges that enclose the edge (see Figure 4 ). For boundary edges, some of these items will be missing, making it easy to identify them. In order to expedite the search, a first pass is performed over all edges, storing those that require a modification. After flipping these diagonals, the neighbouring diagonals are stored for further inspection. The procedure is then repeated until no edges remain in the list. In order to identify possible collisions or crossings, a loop over the edges of the present pedestrian 'mesh' is performed. With the data stored for each edge iedge as shown in Figure 4 , the nearest neighbours of points ip1, ip2, as well as the next layer of neighbours for points ip3, ip4 can be obtained immediately and processed further.
SHARED-MEMORY PARALLELIZATION
Given the emergence of multi-core machines, the first step in parallelizing PED-FLOW was via shared-memory parallelizion, i.e. at the loop level via !$ompdirectives. In the sequel, we describe the main types of loops and how they were treated. The first type of loop is a loop over points or edges that only affect points or edges respectively. This type of loop is trivially parallelized via a simple !$omp-directive.
Given that we have many pedestrians and many edges, the efficiency obtained is acceptable (i.e. one obtains linear speedup with the number of cores until the memory bus saturates -which happens between 6-8 cores depending in the CPU). The second type of loop is over edges, computing forces at the end-points of the edges (i.e. for the pedestrians). These loops are characterized by a series of applicability tests (distance, velocity, orientation, ...) that is then followed by the actual force calculation. These two parts are separated so as to have all local cores working all the time. The first (expensive) part, obtains a list of edges that need to be treated. The second part obtains the forces at the edge level for these (filtered) edges. These forces (which are obtained in a fully parallel manner) are then added to the pedestrians in scalar mode. The third type of loop is also over edges, swapping diagonals and re-establishing the edge data structures in the vicinity of a flipped edge. As before, this operation is divided into a test as to whether the edge should be flipped (which is parallelizable) and the actual flipping (which is performed in scalar mode). As it turns out, the number of edges flipped per timestep is very low, and the (parallel) test for flipping is much more expensive than the flipping itself. This implies that the diagonal flipping scales well in shared-memory mode, and consumes less than 10% of the overall CPU time. A fourth type of loop is encountered when searching for the host element of a pedestrian in the background mesh. The number of operations required can vary greatly, as some pedestrians do not change host element while others jump into another one. By working with a list of 'pedestrians that have not found their host element' [28] the work can be evenly distributed across cores. We remark that the alternative of using general graphics processing units (GPUs), currently the 'ultimate shared memory option', has been proposed by several authors, see e.g. [21] . We have considered this option, but have opted for the more conservative OpenMP multicore solution in order to be able to run on more systems.
DISTRIBUTED-MEMORY PARALLELIZATION
While shared-memory parallelization yields speedup-factors of about an order of magnitude, the requirement of 10 6 pedestrians in real time necessitates the use of distributed-memory parallelization. This option has been explored in the past by several groups [41, 45, 50] . The aim of any parallel code must be to preserve, as much as possible, the deterministic result of the original scalar code. While this is relatively simple for shared-memory parallelization, the distributed-memory case is much more difficult. This is because the parallelization is done via some form of domain-splitting, and the whole aim is to arrive at algorithms and codes that operate as much as possible on the local level, i.e. need as little knowledge as possible about the pedestrians in regions that are far away. Given that the inter-pedestrian movement is influenced mainly by the near-vicinity, and that spatially relevant information (e.g. distance and gradient to walls) is stored on the background grid, one can parallelize the pedestrian update algorithm by invoking a distance argument. However, one can not simply subdivide space and proceed: in order to arrive at a scheme that is as close as possible to the original scalar code, an overlap region between the domains must be introduced. This has been shown diagrammatically for a case with 4 distributed memory processors in Figure 5 . Around each original domain partition (the so-called core elements of each domain), a layer of distance d of neighbour elements is added (the so-called buffer zone). This then defines the domain treated by each processor. In this way, the forces (and hence the movement) of pedestrians that are close to the boundary of the core region of each domain are still computed properly. We remark that a similar argumentation and approach has been employed by Quinn et al. [41] . For the spatial subdivision, a number of techniques have been implemented. Among these, the advancing front, moment recursive bisection, and CAD-surface based [30] have seen the most use. For a comparison of these methods, see [45, 50] . As a pedestrian can now exist in several processors/ extended domains, one has to define which one is the 'dominant' or 'true' one. The obvious choice is to assign this to the pedestrian whose host element is inside the core elements of one of the processors/ domains. After each timestep, the pedestrians that are in elements of the core zones and that are part of the buffer zones in other processors are sent to them. The pedestrian information (position, velocity, state, etc.) is then updated accordingly.
Further Improvements
The parallel domain decomposition procedure described above can be improved in several ways. We mention the most important of these:
-Less Frequent Exchange of Information: The amount of information exchanged between domains can be considerable. An immediate way to have less communication overhead is by performing the data exchange only every n xch steps. This number clearly depends on the timestep chosen, the forces present, etc. Experimentation has shown that values up to n xch = 4 are acceptable for PEDFLOW.
-Update Host Table Via Global Host Element Index: Once a pedestrian has been migrated from one domain to the next, the host element in this domain must be found. In order to save unneccessary CPU expense, a table of the relationship between the element numbers in each domain and the original complete (global) mesh is kept. One can then obtain immediately the host number in all other domains. -Update in List Via Universal Number Index: A slow-moving pedestrian may be migrated from one domain to the next many times. This implies that one has to test if a pedestrian just received from another domain is already present in the current domain. This test is accomplished by assigning to each pedestrian a so-called unique universal number. The unique universal number index array can then be queried to see if a pedestrian received already exists in the domain.
Dynamic Load Balancing
During the course of a simulation, pedestrians may crowd into certain regions, while emptying from other zones. Given that computational work is proportional to the number of pedestrians, this can lead to large load imbalances. These may be alleviated via dynamic load balancing. A complete dynamic load balancing consists of the following steps:
-Evaluate the work required in each element of the background grid; -Re-split the background grid (e.g. using recursive orthogonal moment bisection); -Determine the new processor-number of each element and pedestrian; -Send the elements of the background grid (together with all other spatial information) and pedestrians to their respective new processors; -Assemble the elements of the background grid (together with all other spatial information) and pedestrians in the new (updated) processors.
While this list is easily drawn, the bug-free realization is far from trivial.
Any domain decomposition technique requires an estimate of the work per element (or point, or any other form of spatial zone/region). Given that the background element of each pedestrian is known, it is a simple matter to add the number of pedestrians in each element. As the workload is proportional to the number of pedestrians, this yields a 'work per element' We = Ne, where Ne is the number of pedestrians in the element. In order to avoid problems with zones where no pedestrians are present, the area of the element Ae, multiplied with a small constant, is added to We, yielding the final form:
where ca = O(10 −2 ). If no pedestrians are present at the beginning, this will yield domains of equal area. If pedestrians are present, the zones with pedestrians will yield domains of smaller area.
Geometry Import
When importing the street data for a large city, special attention must be given to automate the process as much as possible: any manual work, however small, rapidly exceeds the available man-hours once complete cities with thousands of blocks are considered. In the present case, an interface to GIS (Geographical Information System) data of the cities considered was written.
In order to perform the data conversion from GIS format to a set of continuous data points, a raster layer of a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) with 5x5m resolution has been used, along with a shapefile formatted vector layer that represents the blocks in the city which contain, besides the geometry of the city, attributes that can may be needed by the evacuation model, e.g. the amount of residents in every block. With these two layers loaded in a GIS system, a algorithm was developed that exports every block to XYZ continuous points format, where the Z-coordinate (vertical height) is obtained from the DTM layer. The final result of the algorithm were blocks that identified the exact geometry of every city block, as well as the attributes that were deemed necessary for the model. The data obtained at the end of this step is: each city block as a set of contiguous points, enumerated in counterclockwise order, as well as the number of residents (and, if available, their demographic data) occupying the block.
The block data was read into FECAD, a graphical user-interface to read, create, modify and treat geometrical information, define boundary conditions for PEDFLOW, and prepare the data for mesh generation. The blocks define streets and zones where pedestrians can move. However, highways or tunnels needed to be added separately. It was found that in any of the GIS data exported, some data was lacking (e.g. some blocks were missing), some blocks were intersecting, and some blocks exhibited very small side segments. Whenever FECAD did not have the appropriate diagnosics to show these geometrical inconsistencies to the user, new modules were added. Even after these additons, it still takes 1-2 days to prepare the street data of a complete city.
Initialization
The initialization of the pedestrian simulation must follow as close as possible the data provided by GIS. The information given is the number of residents (and, if available, their demographics data) per block. Therefore, one must identify the region closest to each block in order to assign to (and in) it the proper number of residents. This is done by computing the closest distance of a point in the triangulation to a block/wall in the triangulation. An advancing front technique, combined with heap lists, can accomplish this in algorithmic complexity of O(N ln(N)) [30] . Given that the pedestrians will start to emerge from the residential or office blocks, the pedestrians are initialized as close as possible to the blocks they reside in as possible without exceeding a reasonable density.
The next question that needs to be addressed is the delay time, i.e. the time before pedestrians actually start to evacuate. The problem has been treated extensively by Isenhour [19] . Lord el. al. [33] give a compilation of measurements and criteria. For the cases considered here, the probability of movement after evacuation alarm followed the curve shown in Figure 6 . The example case considered is the evacuation of the city of Barcelona. The city has a big industrial port, so the possibility of an environmental calamity is always a matter or concern. The zone considered has been highlighted in the satelite images shown in (Figure 6 ), the number of pedestrians does not change significantly for the first 500 seconds. One can see that after about 20 minutes lanes form and some areas get congested (densities ρ > 2 [p/m 2 ]). This is noticeable for the Avenida Diagonal, which, although very wide, still has to cope with the influx of many pedestrians. The domain was resplit every 610 sec (of simulated time) in order to rebalance the work. Figures 7.11,7 .12 show the 'loss of efficiency' as well as the amount of pedestrians passed between processors for a case with 32 domains. The beneficial effect of rebalancing the work is clearly visible. This run was performed on an SGI-ICEx using a varying number of domain partitions (MPI) [denoted by ndomn] and shared memory (OMP) cores [denoted by nprol] per partition. Table 1 gives a summary of timings. The total number of cores used is ncore=ndomn*nprol. The timings include all in-and output-times, which we considered fair as users need to see the results of simulations in order to take decisions. Note that: a) The code is scalable (and in this case shows so-called hard scaling capability as the problem size remains the same), b) The CPU time required for the run depends primarily on the number of cores used, and not on the particular allocation of shared vs. distributed memory, and c) The run with ncore=1,024 runs 30% faster than real time. Obvious concerns for runs of this kind are the realism and reliability of the assumptions taken for demographics, pre-evacuation times and behaviours, and evacuation routes. All of these are being continually addressed and improved via new measurements, cell-phone tracking and video camera surveillance. As far as the simulations are concerned, these are input parameters that can be changed as required for the city, evacuation scenario and demographics at hand. What is important for city planners, emergency response teams and event managers is that the capability to compute faster than real time is not affected by these input parameters.
Conclusions and Outlook
A methodology to integrate GIS data with large-scale pedestrian simulations has been developed. The key algorithmic advances and components that needed to be integrated include:
-Automatic data acquisition and archiving from GIS databases (geometry, demographics); -Automatic transfer from GIS to input for pedestrian simulations; -Scalable pedestrian simulation tools that simulate pedestrians at the individual level for large numbers (> 10 6 ) of pedestrians in real time; -Visualization tools that enable integration into command and control centers.
An example that simulates the evacuation of the city of Barcelona demonstrates that this is indeed now possible.
Like all technical tools, many improvements are possible. Among them, we cite:
-Further improvements in automation (GIS to PEDFLOW); -Inclusion of more demographic data (age, gender, fitness, groups/families, customs...); -Inclusion of more behavioural data (time of day, weekday, time of year...); -Inclusion of cars and buses; -Inclusion of weather data; -Further improvements in scalability for PEDFLOW (e.g. faster or separate shortest time to exit calculations); -Fielding the tool with first responders.
We consider this as the first step towards a fully integrated crowd prediction and management tool that takes into account not only data gathered in real time from cameras, cellphones or other sensors, but also merges these with advanced simulation tools to predict the future state of the crowd.
